
Rest Not In Peace: The Hugh De Singleton
Chronicles
Rest Not In Peace is a gripping historical fiction series that follows the
adventures of a young knight in 13th century England. The series is written
by acclaimed author C.J. Sansom, and the first book in the series,
Tombland, was published in 2007.
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The protagonist of the series is Hugh De Singleton, a young knight who is
sent to investigate a series of mysterious deaths in the town of Tombland.
Hugh quickly discovers that the deaths are not as simple as they seem,
and he soon finds himself embroiled in a complex web of intrigue and
danger.

Over the course of the series, Hugh investigates a variety of crimes,
including murder, treason, and corruption. He also fights in a number of
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battles, and he witnesses the rise and fall of kings. Through it all, Hugh
remains a steadfast and loyal knight, and he always fights for what is right.

The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles is a well-written and engaging historical
fiction series that offers readers a glimpse into the world of medieval
England. The series is full of action, adventure, and suspense, and it is
sure to appeal to fans of historical fiction and mystery novels alike.

Characters

The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles features a cast of well-developed and
memorable characters. Hugh De Singleton is a complex and sympathetic
protagonist, and he is surrounded by a cast of equally well-drawn
characters.

Hugh De Singleton is a young knight who is sent to investigate a
series of mysterious deaths in the town of Tombland. Hugh is a skilled
swordsman and a brilliant detective, and he is always willing to fight for
what is right.

Lady Sybil De Singleton is Hugh's wife. Sybil is a strong and
independent woman, and she is always there to support Hugh in his
investigations.

Brother Michael is a monk who helps Hugh with his investigations.
Michael is a wise and learned man, and he is always willing to offer
Hugh his advice.

Sheriff Ralph De Hastings is the sheriff of Tombland. Hastings is a
corrupt and ambitious man, and he is often at odds with Hugh.

Settings



The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles is set in 13th century England. The
series vividly recreates the world of medieval England, and it offers readers
a glimpse into the lives of the people who lived during that time.

The series is set in a variety of locations, including the town of Tombland,
the city of London, and the countryside of England. Each location is vividly
described, and the reader can easily imagine what it would be like to live in
medieval England.

Themes

The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles explores a variety of themes, including
the nature of good and evil, the importance of justice, and the power of
love.

Hugh De Singleton is a good man who is always fighting for what is right.
However, he also lives in a world that is full of evil. He witnesses the rise
and fall of kings, and he sees the worst that humanity has to offer. Despite
all of this, Hugh never gives up hope. He believes that justice will prevail,
and he fights for what is right until the very end.

The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles is a powerful and moving series that
explores the human condition. The series is full of action, adventure, and
suspense, but it also offers readers a deep look into the human heart.

The Hugh De Singleton Chronicles is a gripping historical fiction series that
offers readers a glimpse into the world of medieval England. The series is
full of action, adventure, and suspense, and it is sure to appeal to fans of
historical fiction and mystery novels alike.



If you are looking for a well-written and engaging historical fiction series,
then I highly recommend the Hugh De Singleton Chronicles. You won't be
disappointed.
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The Woman I Met in My Dream: An
Unforgettable Night of Mystery and
Enchantment
As the veil of night descended upon my weary mind, I drifted into a realm
of ethereal slumber. In the depths of my subconscious, a vivid dream
unfolded...
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The Ultimate Guide to Healthy Eating for
Toddlers: Meal Planner and Recipes
As a parent of a toddler, you want to give your child the best possible
start in life. That includes providing them with a healthy and balanced
diet....
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